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Elevation - North Approach Viaduct



Elevation - South Approach Viaduct





Drawings provided by COWI UK



Concrete pour for the first vertical section
of the south pylon

Central pylon base concrete pour

Sunrise over the Mersey Gateway Concrete pour at the central pylon

South pylon concrete pour View from the Widnes Tower crane at dawn



South pylon foundation North pylon foundation

Central pylon

Cable anchor box

First cable anchor boxes being
delivered to the south pylon

First pier table pour
at the south pylon

Central pylon



Central pylon All three pylons
 

The bridge at sunrise MSS Webster over the Manchester Ship Canal
 

MSS Trinity and the Bridge Pouring of the final key segment



MSS Webster in its casting position
 

MSS Webster being launched
to its new position

Lateral view of MSS Webster,
with Wing Traveller at the back

Bottom view of the MSS Webster between pier 14 and 13

Wing Traveller 2 over the Manchester
Ship Canal, using a 52m pump on the
ground and a 36m over the deckA ship passing under the Wing Traveller 2,

the Manchester Ship Canal

All three pylons
 

Pouring of the final key segment



Photos on pages 20 - 22: MERSEYLINK CCJV,  merseygateway.co.uk
Photos on pages 23 - 24: Antonio Martinez Diez, FCC Construcción

General view from the top
of the North Pylon

View from the top of the south pylon, with
form traveller, pier 11 under construction,
MSS Webster and Wing Traveller

Posttensioning team stressing
one of the strands of the cables
at the north pylon

Prefabricated reinforcement for the
piershaft of pier 11 being lifted into
position, the form traveller of the
south pylon at the back

Last duct of the last cable of the main bridge
being placed into position

Front view of the form traveller of the south pylon
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Cable and clamp detail Tower hinge detail

Top tower detail

Walkway detail



New bridge in use - near tower view New bridge in use - walkway view

A  moto crosses the new bridge The new bridge in use

Traditional dancers at the inauguration celebration Kiewit, KPFF volunteer team with B2P staff
and community



New bridge in use - walkway view

The new bridge in use
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Engineering is great…
…but the way we teach it spoils the fun!

 
I never liked learning equations by heart. Instead, I was always dragged toward “feeling”
engineering rather than memorizing it. Showing something with a funny example is way better
than explaining complex problems with complex math.
Enterfea is a place, where you can learn about important things in an unusual and easy to
understand way.
 

Examples are fun, but problems are serious. 
Learn what structural rigidity is, 

and why it is so important. 
There are no equations inside

 but I feel you may learn something here.
 

Something that might be crucial in your next design. 
 

Trust me you would like to understand that!

Learn about structural rigidity...
and why not to build furniture out of gummy bears!

Enterfea was created from my love to engineering and FEA. We do
not only make FEA calculations for our Customers, but we also run
a blog where we teach people as much as we can about what we
do and how we do it.
 
The blog got so popular among engineers in recent months, that
we are creating online courses as well, so people can learn even
more! If you are interesting in working with us simply send us an
email at enterfea@enterfea.com.
 
           Łukasz Skotny
 

https://enterfea.com/
https://enterfea.com/start/
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    Contact

Without a doubt, the nonlinear analysis is getting more
and more popular. 

But have you ever wondered 
what geometric nonlinearity does?

 
I’m certain you can find dozens of manuals online with

all the equations for it… 
but I focus here on something totally different. 

 
I simply explain what it does.

 

Plastic redistribution of loads is often used. 
 

This can easily save you some material costs
 if you wish to go that way. 

 
However, before you decide, it is worth understanding

how the phenomenon works – and this is what this
article is all about!

What geometric nonlinearity does
(and my favorite sweater)

How yielding works 
(or what to do if you want the short guy 

to carry a stone with you!)
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